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Abstract
Modern web services use in-memory caching extensively
to increase throughput and reduce latency. There have been
several workload analyses of production systems that have
fueled research in improving the effectiveness of in-memory
caching systems. However, the coverage is still sparse considering the wide spectrum of industrial cache use cases. In this
work, we significantly further the understanding of real-world
cache workloads by collecting production traces from 153
in-memory cache clusters at Twitter, sifting through over 80
TB of data, and sometimes interpreting the workloads in the
context of the business logic behind them. We perform a comprehensive analysis to characterize cache workloads based
on traffic pattern, time-to-live (TTL), popularity distribution,
and size distribution. A fine-grained view of different workloads uncover the diversity of use cases: many are far more
write-heavy or more skewed than previously shown and some
display unique temporal patterns. We also observe that TTL
is an important and sometimes defining parameter of cache
working sets. Our simulations show that ideal replacement
strategy in production caches can be surprising, for example,
FIFO works the best for a large number of workloads.

1

Introduction

In-memory caching systems such as Memcached [14] and
Redis [16] are heavily used by modern web applications to
reduce accesses to storage and avoid repeated computations.
Their popularity has sparked a lot of research, such as reducing miss ratio [26, 28, 36, 37], or increasing throughput and
reducing latency [43, 52, 53, 56]. On the other hand, the effectiveness and performance of in-memory caching can be
workload dependent. And several important workload analyses against production systems [24,59] have guided the explorations of performance improvements with the right context
and tradeoffs in the past decade [43, 56].
Nonetheless, there remains a significant gap in the understanding of current in-memory caching workloads. Firstly,
there has been a lack of comprehensive studies covering the
wide range of use cases in today’s production systems. Secondly, there have been new trends in in-memory caching
usage since the publication of previous work [24]. Thirdly,
some aspects of in-memory caching received little attention
in the existing studies, but are known as critical to practition-
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ers. For example, TTL is an important aspect of configuring
in-memory caching, but it has largely been overlooked in
research. Last but not least, unlike other areas where opensource traces [62, 63, 68, 70] or benchmarks [38] are available, there has been a lack of open-source in-memory caching
traces. Researchers have to rely on storage caching traces [26],
key-value database benchmarks [43, 56] or synthetic workloads [39, 57] to evaluate in-memory caching systems. Such
sources either have different characteristics or do not capture all the characteristics of production in-memory caching
workloads. For example, key-value database benchmarks and
synthetic workloads don’t consider how object size distribution changes over time, which impacts both miss ratio and
throughput of in-memory caching systems.
In this work, we bridge this gap by collecting and analyzing
workload traces from 153 Twemcache [6] clusters at Twitter,
one of the most influential social media companies known
for its real-time content. Our analysis sheds light on several
vital aspects of in-memory caching overlooked in existing
studies and identifies areas that need further innovations. The
traces used in this paper are made available to the research
community [1]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that studied over 100 different cache workloads covering
a wide range of use cases. We believe these workloads are
representative of cache usage at social media companies and
beyond, and hopefully provide a foundation for future caching
system designs. Here’s a summary of our discoveries:
1. In-memory caching does not always serve read-heavy
workloads, write-heavy (defined as write ratio > 30%)
workloads are very common, occurring in more than
35% of the 153 cache clusters we studied.
2. TTL must be considered in in-memory caching because
it limits the effective (unexpired) working set size. Efficiently removing expired objects from cache needs to be
prioritized over cache eviction.
3. In-memory caching workloads follow approximate Zipfian popularity distribution, sometimes with very high
skew. The workloads that show the most deviations tend
to be write-heavy workloads.
4. The object size distribution is not static over time. Some
workloads show both diurnal patterns and experience
sudden, short-lived changes, which pose challenges for
slab-based caching systems such as Memcached.

5. Under reasonable cache sizes, FIFO often shows similar
performance as LRU, and LRU often exhibits advantages
only when the cache size is severely limited.
These findings provide a detailed new look into production
in-memory caching systems, while unearthing some surprising aspects not conforming to the folklore and to the commonly used assumptions.

2 In-memory Caching at Twitter
2.1 Service Architecture and Caching
Twitter started its migration to a service-oriented architecture, also known as microservices, in 2011 [8]. Around
the same time, Twitter started developing its container solution [2, 3] to support the impending wave of services. Fast
forward to 2020, the real-time serving stack is mostly serviceoriented, with hundreds of services running inside containers
in production. As a core component of Twitter’s infrastructure, in-memory caching has grown alongside this transition.
Petabytes of DRAM and hundreds of thousands of cores are
provisioned for caching clusters, which are containerized.
At Twitter, in-memory caching is a managed service, and
new clusters are provisioned semi-automatically to be used
as look-aside cache [59] upon request. There are two inmemory caching solutions deployed in production, Twemcache, a fork of Memcached [14], is a key-value cache providing high throughput and low latency. The other solution,
named Nighthawk, is Redis-based and supports rich data structures and replication for data availability. In this work, we
focus on Twemcache because it serves the majority of cache
traffic.
Cache clusters at Twitter are considered single-tenant1
based on the service team requesting them. This setup is very
beneficial to workload analysis, because it allows us to tag use
cases, collect traces, and study the properties of workloads
individually. A multi-tenant setup will make similar study
extremely difficult, as researchers have to tease out individual
workloads from the mixture, and somehow connect them to
their use cases. In addition, smaller but distinct workloads can
easily be overlooked or mis-characterized due to low traffic.
Unlike other cache cluster deployments, such as social
graph caching [19, 30] or CDN caching [47, 69], Twemcache
is mostly deployed as a single-layer cache, which allows us
to analyze the requests directly from clients without being
filtered by other caches. Previous work [47] has shown that
layering has an impact on properties of caching workloads,
such as popularity distribution. This single-tenant, singlelayer design provides us the perfect opportunity to study the
properties of the workloads.

2.2

Twemcache Provisioning

There are close to 200 Twemcache clusters in each data
center as of writing. Twemcache containers are highly homogeneous and typically small, and a single host can run many
1 Although

each cluster is single-tenant, each tenant might cache multiple
types of objects of different characteristics.
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Figure 1: Slab-based memory management for bounded memory
fragmentation. While Memcached uses object eviction, Twemcache
uses slab eviction, which evicts all objects in one slab and returns
the slab to global pool.

of them. The number of instances provisioned for each cache
cluster is computed from user inputs including throughput,
estimated dataset sizes, and fault tolerance. The number of
instances of each cluster is automatically calculated first by
identifying the correct bottleneck and then applying other
constraints, such as number of connections to support. Size
of production cache clusters ranges from 20 to thousands of
instances.

2.3

Overview of Twemcache

Twemcache forked an earlier version of Memcached with
some customized features. In this section, we briefly describe
some of the key aspects of its designs.
Slab-based memory management Twemcache often
stores small and variable-sized objects in the range of a few
bytes to 10s of KB. On-demand heap memory allocators such
as ptmalloc [45], jemalloc [13] can cause large and unbounded
external memory fragmentation in such a scenario, which
is highly undesirable in production environment, especially
when using smaller containers. To avoid this, Twemcache inherits the slab-based memory management from Memcached
(Figure 1). Memory is allocated as fixed size chunks called
slabs, which default to 1 MB. Each slab is then evenly divided
into smaller chunks called items. The class of each slab decides the size of its items. By default, Twemcache grows item
size from a configurable minimum (default to 88 bytes) to just
under a whole slab. The growth is typically exponential, controlled by a floating point number called growth factor (default
to 1.25), though Twemcache also allows precise configuration
of specific item sizes. Higher slab classes correspond to larger
items. An object is mapped to the slab class that best fits it,
including metadata. In Twemcache, this per-object metadata
is 49 bytes. By default, a slab of class 12 has 891 items of
1176 bytes each, and each item stores up to 1127 bytes of
key plus value. Slab-based allocator eliminates external memory fragmentation at the cost of bounded internal memory
fragmentation.
Eviction in slab-based cache To store a new object,
Twemcache first computes the slab class by object size. If
there is a slab with at least one free item in this slab class,
Twemcache uses the free item. Otherwise, Twemcache tries
to allocate a new slab into this class. When memory is full,
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Figure 2: Resources consumed for the three cache use cases.

slab eviction is needed for allocation.
Some caching systems such as Memcached primarily performs item-level eviction, which happens in the same slab
class as the new object. Memcached uses an approximate
LRU queue per slab class to track and evict the least recently
used item. This works well as long as object size distribution
remains static. However, this is often not true in reality. For
example, if all keys start with small values that grow over
time, new writes will eventually require objects to be stored
in a higher slab class. However, if all memory has been allocated when this happens, there will be effectively no memory
to give out. This problem is called slab calcification and is
further explored in Section 4.6.2. Memcached developed a
series of heuristics to move memory between slab classes,
and yet they have been shown as non-optimal [10, 11, 17, 46]
and error prone [9].
To avoid slab calcification, Twemcache uses slab eviction
only (Figure 1). This allows the evicted slab to transition into
any other slab class. There are three approaches to choose the
slab to evict: choosing a slab randomly (random slab), choosing the least recently used slab (slabLRU), and choosing the
least recently created slab (slabLRC). In addition to avoiding
slab calcification, slab-only eviction removes two pointers
from object metadata compared to Memcached. We further
compare object eviction and slab eviction in Section 6.

2.4

Cache Use Cases

At Twitter, it is generally recognized that there are three
main use cases of Twemcache: caching for storage, caching
for computation, and caching for transient data. We remark
that there is no strict boundary between the three categories,
and production clusters are not explicitly labeled. Thus the
percentages given below are rough estimates based on our
understanding of each cache cluster and their corresponding
application.
2.4.1 Caching for Storage
Using cache to facilitate reading from storage is the most
common use case. Backend storage such as databases usually
has a longer latency and a lower bandwidth than in-memory
cache. Therefore, caching these objects reduce access latency,
increases throughput, and shelters the backend from excessive
read traffic. This use case has received the most attention
in research. Several efforts have been devoted to reducing

miss ratio [26–28, 36, 37, 41, 47, 72] , redesigning for a denser
storage device to fit larger working sets [19,42,65], improving
load balancing [33, 34, 39] and increasing throughput [43, 56].
As shown in Figure 2, although only 30% of the clusters
fall into this category, they account for 65% of the requests
served by Twemcache, 60% of the total DRAM used, and
50% of all CPU cores provisioned.
2.4.2 Caching for Computation
Caching for computation is not new — using DRAM to
cache query results has been studied and used since more
than two decades ago [20,58]. As real-time stream processing
and machine learning (ML) become increasingly popular, an
increasing number of cache clusters are devoted to caching
computation related data, such as features, intermediate and
final results of ML prediction, and so-called object hydration, — populating objects with additional data, which often
combines storage access and computation.
Overall, caching for computation accounts for 50% of all
Twemcache clusters in cluster count, 26%, 31% and 40% of
request rate, cache sizes and CPU cores.
2.4.3 Transient data with no backing store
The third typical cache usage evolves around objects that
only live in cache, often for short periods of time. It is not
caching in the strict sense, and therefore has received little
attention. Nonetheless, in-memory caching is often the only
production solution that meets both the performance and scalability requirements of such use cases. While data loss is still
undesirable, these use cases really prize speed, and tolerate
occasional data loss well enough to work without a fallback.
Some notable examples are rate limiters, deduplication
caches, and negative result caches. Rate limiters are counters
associated with user activities. They track and cap user requests in a given time window and prevent denial-of-service
attacks. Deduplication caches are a special case of rate limiters, where the cap is 1. Negative result caches store keys
from a larger database that are known to be misses against
a smaller, sparsely populated database. These caches shortcircuit most queries with negative results, and drastically reduce the traffic targeting the smaller database.
In our measurements, 20% of Twemcache clusters are under this category. Their request rates and cache sizes account
for 9% and 8% of all Twemcache request rates and cache
sizes, meanwhile, they account for 10% of all CPU cores of
Twemcache clusters.

3 Methodology
3.1 Log Collection
Twemcache has a built-in non-blocking request logging
utility called klog that can keep up with designed throughput
in production. While it logs one out of every 100 requests
by default, we dynamically changed the sampling ratio to
100% and collected week-long unsampled traces from two
instances of each Twemcache cluster. Collecting unsampled
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Figure 3: a) Production miss ratio of the top ten Twemcache clusters
ranked by request rates, the bar shows the max and min miss ratio
across one week. Note that the Y-axis is in log scale. b) The ratio
between max and min miss ratio is small for most caches.

traces allows us to avoid drawing potentially biased conclusions caused by sampling. Moreover, we chose to collect
traces from two instances instead of one to prevent possible
cache failure during log collection and to compare results
between instances for higher fidelity. Barring cache failures,
the two instances have no overlapping keys.

3.2

Log Overview

We collected around 700 billion requests (80 TB in raw
file size) from 306 instances of 153 Twemcache clusters,
which include all clusters with per-instance request rate more
than 1000 queries-per-sec (QPS) at the time of collection. To
simplify our analysis and presentation, we focused on the 54
largest caches, which account for 90% of aggregated QPS and
76% of allocated memory. In the following sections, we use
Twemcache workloads to refer to the workloads from these
54 Twemcache clusters. Although we only present the results
of these 54 caches, we did perform the same analysis on the
smaller caches, and they don’t change our conclusions.

4

Production Stats and Workload Analysis

In this section, we start by describing some common production metrics to provide a foundation for our discussion,
and then move on to workload analyses that can only be performed with detailed traces.

4.1

Miss Ratio

Miss ratio is one of the key metrics that indicate the effectiveness of a cache. Production in-memory caches usually
operate at a low miss ratio with small miss ratio variation.
We present the miss ratios of the top ten Twemcache clusters ranked by request rates in Figure 3a where the dot shows
the mean miss ratio over a week, and the error bars show
the minimum and maximum miss ratio. Eight out of the ten
Twemcache clusters have a miss ratio lower than 5%, and
six of them have a miss ratio close to or lower than 1%. The
only exception is a write-heavy cache cluster, which has a
miss ratio of around 70% (see Section 4.3.2 for details about
write-heavy workloads). Compared to CDN caching [47],
in-memory caching usually has a lower miss ratio.
Besides a low miss ratio, miss ratio stability is also very
important. In production, it is the highest miss ratio (and

Figure 4: The number of requests and objects being accessed every
second for two cache nodes.

request rate) that decides the QPS requirement of the backend.
Therefore, a cache with a low miss ratio most of the time, but
sometimes a high miss ratio is less useful than a cache with
a slightly higher but stable miss ratio. Figure 3b shows the
max
ratios of mr
mrmin over the course of a week for different caches,
where mr stands for miss ratio. We observe that most caches
have this ratio lower than 1.5. In addition, the caches that have
larger ratios usually have a very low miss ratio.
Low miss ratios and high stability in general illustrate the
effectiveness of production caches. However, extremely low
miss ratios tend to be less robust, which means the corresponding backends have to be provisioned with more margins.
Moreover, cache maintenance and failures become a major
source of disruption for caches with extremely low miss ratios.
The combination of these factors indicate there’s typically a
limit to how much cache can reduce read traffic or how little
traffic backends need to provision for.

4.2

Request Rate and Hot Keys

Similar to previously observed [24], request rates show
diurnal patterns (Figure 4). Besides, spikes in request rate are
also very common because cache is the first responder to any
change from the frontend services and end users.
When a request rate spike happens, a common belief is
that hot keys cause the spikes [33, 48]. Indeed, load spikes
often are the results of hot keys. However, we notice it is not
always true. As shown in Figure 4, at times, when the request
rate (top blue curve) spikes, the number of objects accessed
in the same time interval (bottom red curve) also has a spike,
indicating that the spikes are triggered by factors other than
hot keys. Such factors include client retry requests, external
traffic surges, scan-like accesses, and periodic tasks.
In addition to request rate spikes, caches often show other
irregularities. For example, in Section 4.6.2, we show that it
is common to see sudden changes in object size distribution.
These irregularities can happen for various reasons. For instance, users change their behavior due to a social event, the
frontend service adds a new feature (or bug), or an internal
load test is started.
As a critical component in the infrastructure, caches stop
most of the requests from hitting the backend, and they should
be designed to tolerate these workload changes to absorb the
impact.
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distribution CDF across Twemcache clusters.

4.3

Types of Operations

Twemcache supports eleven different operations, of which
get and set are the most heavily used by far. In addition,
write-heavy cache workloads are very common at Twitter.
4.3.1

Relative usage comparison

We begin from the operations used by Twemcache workloads. Twemcache supports eleven operations get, gets,
set, add, cas (check-and-set), replace, append, prepend,
delete, incr and decr2 . As shown in Figure 5a, get and
set are the two most common operations, and average get
ratio is close to 90% indicating most of the caches are serving
read-heavy workloads. Apart from get and set, operations
gets, add, cas, delete, incr are also frequently used in
Twemcache clusters. However, compared to get and set,
these operations usually account for a smaller percentage of
all requests. Nonetheless, these operations serve important
roles in in-memory caching. Therefore, as suggested by the
author of Memcached, they should not be ignored [15].
4.3.2

Write ratio

Although most caches are read dominant, Figure 5a shows
that both get and set ratios have a large range across caches.
We define a workload as write-heavy if the percentage sum of
set, add, cas, replace, append, prepend, incr and decr
operations exceeds 30%. Figure 5b shows the distribution of
write ratio across caches. More than 35% of all Twemcache
clusters are write-heavy, and more than 20% have a write
ratio higher than 50%. In other words, in addition to the wellknown use case of serving read-heavy workloads, a substantial
number of Twemcache clusters are used to serve write-heavy
workloads. We identify the main use cases of write-heavy
caches below.
Frequently updated data Caches under this category
mostly belong to cache for computation or transient data (Section 2.4.2 & 2.4.3). Updates are accumulated in cache before
they get persisted, or the keys eventually expire.
2 See

https://github.com/memcached/memcached/wiki/Commands
for details about each command.

Opportunistic pre-computation Some services continuously generate data for potential consumption by itself or
other services. One example is the caches storing recent user
activities, and the cached data are read when a query asks for
recent events from a particular user. Many services choose
not to fetch relevant data on demand, but instead opportunistically pre-compute them for a much larger set of users. This is
feasible because pre-computation often has a bounded cost,
and in exchange read queries can be quickly fulfilled by precomputed results partially or completely. Since this is a tradeoff mainly for user experience, the caches under this category
see objects with fewer reuse. Therefore, the write ratio is often higher (>80%), and object access (read+write) frequency
is often lower. In one case, we saw one cluster with a mean
object frequency close to 1.

4.4

TTL

Two important features that distinguish in-memory caching
from a persistent key-value store are TTL and cache eviction.
While evictions have been widely studied [26, 28], TTL is
often overlooked. Nonetheless, TTL has been routinely used
in production. Moreover, as a response to GDPR [5], the
usage of caching TTL has become mandatory at Twitter to
enforce data retention policies. TTL is set when an object is
first created in Twemcache, and decides its expiration time.
Request attempts to access an expired object will be treated as
misses, so keeping expired objects in the cache is not useful.
We observe that in-memory caching workloads often use
short TTLs. This usage comes from the dynamic nature of
cached objects and the usage for implicit deletion. Under
this condition, effectively and efficiently removing expired
objects from the cache becomes necessary and important,
which provides an alternative to eviction in achieving low
miss ratios.
4.4.1 TTL Usages
We measure the mean TTLs used in each Twemcache cluster and show the TTL distribution in Figure 6a. The figure
shows that TTL ranges from minutes to days. More than 25%
of the workloads use a mean TTL shorter than twenty minutes,
and less than 25% of the workloads have a mean TTL longer
than two days. Such a TTL range is longer than DNS caching
(minutes) [51], but shorter than common CDN object caching
(days to weeks). If we divide caches into short-TTL caches
(TTL ≤ 12 hours) and long-TTL caches (TTL > 12 hours).
Figure 6a shows 66% of all Twemcache clusters have a short
mean TTL.
In addition to mean TTL distribution, we have also measured the number of TTL used in each cache. Figure 6b shows
that only 20% of the Twemcache workloads use a single TTL,
while the rest majority use more than one TTL. In addition,
we observe that over 30% of the workloads use more than ten
TTLs and there are a few workloads using more than 1000
TTLs. In the last case, some clients intentionally scatter TTLs
over a pre-defined time range to avoid objects expiring at the
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same time. This technique is called TTL jitter. In another case,
the clients seek the opposite effect — computing TTLs so
that a group of objects will expire at the same, predetermined
time.
Besides the number of TTLs used, the smallest TTL and
the TTL range, defined as the ratio between T T Lmax and
T T Lmin , are also important for designing algorithms that remove expired objects (see Section 7). Figure 6c shows that
the smallest TTL in each cache varies from 10s of seconds to
more than half day. In detail, around 30 to 35% of the caches
have their smallest TTL shorter than 300 seconds, and over
25% of caches have the smallest TTL longer than 6 hours.
Figure 6d shows the CDF of each workload’s TTL range. We
observe that fewer than 40% of the workloads have a relatively small TTL range (< 2× difference), while almost 25%
of the caches have TT TT LLmax
over 100.
min
Below we present the three main purposes of TTL to better
explain how TTL settings relate to the usages of the caches.
Bounding inconsistency Objects stored in Twemcache
can be highly dynamic. Because cache updates are best-effort,
and failed cache writes are not always retried, it is possible
that objects stored in in-memory cache are stale. Therefore,
applications often use TTL to bound inconsistency, which is
also suggested in the AWS Redis documentation [7]. TTLs
for this purpose usually have relative large values, in the
range of days. Some Twitter services further developed soft
TTL to achieve a better tradeoff between data consistency
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Figure 7: The working set size grows over time when TTL is not
considered. However, when TTL is considered, the working set size
is capped.

and avaiilability. The main idea of soft TTL is to store an
additional, often shorter TTL as part of the object value. When
application decodes the value of a cached object and notices
that the soft TTL has expired, it will refresh the cached value
from its corresponding source of truth in the background.
Meanwhile, the application continues to use the older value to
fulfill current requests without waiting. Soft TTL is typically
designed to increase with each background refresh, based on
the assumption that newly created objects are more likely to
see high volume of updates and therefore inconsistency.
Implicit deletion In some caches, TTL reflects the intrinsic life span of stored objects. One example is the counters
used for API rate limiting, which are declared as maximum
number of requests allowed in a time window. These counters
are typically stored in cache only, and their TTLs match the
time windows declared in the API specification. In addition
to rate limiters, GDPR required TTL would also fall into this
category, so no data would live in cache beyond the duration
permitted under the law.
Periodic refresh TTL is also used to promote data freshness. For example, a service that calculates how much a user’s
interest matches a cluster/community using ML models can
make "who-to-follow" type of recommendations with the
results. The results are cached for a while because user characteristics tend to be stable in the very short term, and the calculation is relatively expensive. Nonetheless, as users engage
with the site, their portraits can change over time. Therefore
such a service tends to recompute the results for each user periodically, using or adding the latest data since last update. In
this case, TTL is used to pace a relatively expensive operation
that should only be performed infrequently. The exact value
of the TTL is the result of a balance between computational
resources and data freshness, and can often be dynamically
updated based on circumstances.
4.4.2 Working Set Size and TTL
Having the majority of caches use short TTLs indicate
that the effective working set size (W SSE ) — the size of all
unexpired objects should be loosely bounded. In contrast, the
total working set size (W SST ), the size of all active objects
regardless of TTL, can be unbounded.
In our measurements, we identify two types of workloads

4.5

Popularity Distribution

Object popularity is another important characteristic of a
caching workload. Popularity distribution is often used to
describe the cachebility of a workload. A popular assumption
is that cache workloads follow Zipfian distribution [29], and
the frequency-rank curve plotted in log-log scale is linear. A
large body of work optimizes system performance under this
assumption [33, 39, 44, 50, 57, 61]. However, a recent work
from Facebook [19] suggested that in-memory caching workloads may not follow Zipfian distribution. Here we present
the popularity of the caching workloads at Twitter.
Measuring all Twemcache workloads, we observe majority of the cache workloads still follow Zipfian distribution.
However, some workloads show deviations in two ways. First,
unpopular objects appear significantly less than expected (Figure 8a) or the most popular objects are less popular than expected (Figure 8b). The first deviation happens when objects
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Figure 8: Some workloads showing small deviations from Zipfian
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shown in Figure 7. The first type (Figure 7a) has a continuously growing W SST , and it is usually related to usergenerated content. With new content being generated every
second, the total working set size keeps growing. The second
type of workload has a large growth rate in W SST at first, and
then the growth rate decreases after this initial fast-growing
period, as shown in Figure 7b. This type of workloads can be
users related, the first quick increase corresponds to the most
active users, the slow down corresponds to less active users.
Although the two workloads show different growth patterns
in total working set size, the effective working set size of both
arrive at a plateau after reaching its TTL. Although the W SSE
may fluctuate and grow in the long term, the growth rate is
much slower compared to W SST .
Bounded W SSE means that, for many caches, there exists a
cache size that the cache can achieve compulsory miss ratio,
if an in-memory caching system can remove expired objects
in time. This suggest the importance of quickly removing
expired object from cache, especially for workloads using
short TTLs. Unfortunately, while eviction has been widely
studied [26, 28, 54], expiration has received little attention.
And we will show in Section 7.2, existing solutions fall short
on expiration.
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Figure 9: a) Most of workloads follow Zipfian popularity distribution with large confidence R2 . b) The parameter α in Zipfian
distribution is large, and the popularity of most workloads are highly
skewed (α > 1).

are always accessed multiple times so that there are few objects with frequency smaller than some value. The second
deviation happens when the client has an aggressive clientside caching strategy so that the most popular objects are
often cached at client. In this case, the cache is no longer
single-layer.
Although these deviations happen, they are rare, and we
believe it is still reasonable to assume in-memory caching
workloads follow Zipfian distribution. Since most part of the
frequency-rank curves are linear in the log-log scale, we use
linear fitting3 confidence R2 [12] as the metric for measuring
the goodness of fit. Figure 9a shows the results of fitting. 80%
of all workloads have R2 larger than 0.8, and more than 50%
of workloads have R2 larger than 0.9. These results indicate
that the popularity of most in-memory caching workloads at
Twitter follows Zipfian distribution. We further measure the
parameter α of the Zipfian distribution shown in Figure 9b.
The figure shows that most of the α values are in the range
from 1 to 2.5, indicating the workloads are highly skewed.

4.6

Object Size

One feature that distinguishes in-memory caching from
other types of caching is the object size distribution. We observe that similar to previous observations [24], the majority
of objects stored in Twemcache are small. In addition, size
distribution is not static over time, and both periodic distribution shifts and sudden changes are observed in multiple
workloads.
4.6.1 Size Distribution
We measure the mean key size and value size in each Twemcache cluster, and present the CDF of the distributions in Figure 10. Figure 10a shows that around 85% of Twemcache
clusters have a mean key size smaller than 50 bytes, with
a median smaller than 38 bytes. Figure 10b shows that the
mean value size falls in the range from 10 bytes to 10 KB, and
25% of workloads show value size smaller than 100 bytes,
and median is around 230 bytes. Figure 10c shows that CDF
3 We remark that linear regression is not the correct way to modelling Zipf
distribution from the view of statistics, we perform this to align with existing
works [29].
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Figure 11: Heatmap showing request size distribution over time for four typical caches. X-axis is time, Y-axis is the object size using slab
class size as bins, and the color shows the fraction of requests that fall into a slab class in that time window.
Table 1: Correlation between write ratio and other properties

distribution of the mean object size (key+value), which is very
close to the value size distribution except at small sizes. Value
size distribution starts at size 1, while object size distribution
starts from size 16. This indicates that for some of the caches,
value size is dramatically smaller than the key size. Figure 10d
shows the ratio of mean value and key sizes. We observe that
15% of workloads have the mean value size smaller than or
equal to the mean key size, and 50% of workloads have value
size smaller than 5× key size.
4.6.2

Size Distribution Over Time

In the previous section, we investigated the static size distribution of all objects accessed in the one week’s time of each
Twemcache cluster. However, the object size distribution of
workloads are usually not static over time. In Figure 11, we
show how the size distribution changes over time. The Xaxis shows the time, and the Y-axis shows the size of objects
(using slab class size as bins), the color shows how much of
the objects in one time window fall into each slab class. We
observe that some of the workloads show diurnal patterns
(Figure 11a, 11b), while others show changes without strict
patterns.
Periodic/diurnal object size shifts can come from the following sources, a) value for the same key grows over time.
and b) size distribution correlates with temporal aspects of key
access. For example, text content generated by users in Japan
are shorter/smaller than those by users in Germany. In this
case, it is the geographical locality that drives the temporal
pattern. On the other hand, we do not yet have a good understanding of how most sudden, non-recurring changes happen.
Current guesses include user behavior changes during events,

Property

Pearson coefficient with write ratio

log(TTL)
log(Frequency)
Zipf fitting R2
Zipf alpha

-0.6336
-0.7414
-0.7690
-0.7329

and a temporary change in production settings.
Both short-term and long-term size distribution shifts pose
additional challenges to memory management in caching systems. They make it hard to control or predict external fragmentation in caches that use heap memory allocators directly,
such as Redis. For slab-based caching systems, they can cause
slab calcification. In Section 7.5, we discuss why existing
techniques do not completely address the problem.

5

Further Analysis of Workload Properties

We have shown the properties of the in-memory caching
workloads at Twitter. In this section, we show the relationship
between the properties, and how they relate to major caching
use cases.

5.1

Correlations between Properties

Throughout the analysis in previous sections, we observe
some workload characteristics have strong correlations with
the write ratio. For example, write-heavy workloads usually
use short TTLs. Presented in Figure 12a, the dashed red curve
shows the mean TTL distribution of write-heavy workloads,
and the solid blue curve shows the mean TTL distribution
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Figure 12: Write-heavy workloads tend to show short TTL, small object access frequency, relatively large deviations from Zipfian popularity
distribution and are usually less skewed (small α).

of read-heavy workloads. Around 50% of the write-heavy
workloads have mean TTL shorter than 10 minutes, while for
read-heavy workloads, this is 15 hours. Further, the Pearson
coefficient between write ratio and log 4 of mean TTL (Table. 1) is -0.63 indicating a negative correlation, confirming
that large write ratio workloads usually have short TTLs.
Besides TTL, write-heavy workloads also show low object frequencies. We present the mean object frequency (in
terms of the number of accesses in the traces) of read-heavy
and write-heavy workloads in Figure 12b. It shows that readheavy workloads have a mean frequency mostly in the range
from 6 to 1000, with 75% percentile above 200. Meanwhile,
write-heavy workloads have a mean frequency mostly between 1 and 100, with 75% percentile below 10. We further
confirm this relationship with the Pearson coefficient between
write ratio and log of frequency, which is -0.7414 (Table. 1),
suggesting the low object access frequency in write-heavy
caches.
In addition, the popularity of write-heavy workloads has
relatively larger deviations from Zipfian distribution, and the
fitting confidence R2 is usually much smaller than that of readheavy workloads (Figure 12c). Moreover, the α parameter of
Zipfian distribution in write-heavy workloads is usually small,
as shown in Figure 12d. It shows the write-heavy workloads
have a median α around 0.9, and the median of read-heavy
workloads have an α around 1.4. This correlation is also
backed up by the Pearson coefficient (Table 1).

5.2

Properties of Different Cache Use Cases

Here we further explore common properties exhibited by
each of the three major caching use cases as described in
Section 2.4.
5.2.1 Caching for Storage
Caches for storage usually serve ready-heavy workloads,
and their popularity distributions typically follow Zipfian distribution with a large parameter α in the range of 1.2 to 2.2.
While this type of workload is highly skewed, they are easier
to cache, and in production, 95% of these clusters have miss
ratios of around or less than 1%. Being more cacheable and
having smaller miss ratios do not indicate they have small
4 We choose to use log of TTL and frequency because of their wide ranges

in different workloads.

working set sizes. In our observation, 7 of the top 10 caches
(ranked by cache size) belong to this category.
Because these caches store objects persisted in the backend
storage, any modifications to the objects are explicitly written
to both the backend and the cache. Therefore the TTLs used
in these caches are usually large, in the range of days. There
is no specific pattern about object size in this type of caches,
and the value can be as large as tens of KB, or as small as
a few bytes. For example, the number of favorites a tweet
received is persisted in the backend database and sometimes
cached.
5.2.2 Caching for Computation
Caches under this category serve both read-heavy and writeheavy traffic depending on the workloads. For example, machine learning feature workloads are usually read-heavy showing a good fit of Zipfian popularity distribution. While intermediate computation workloads are normally write-heavy
and show deviations from Zipfian. Compared to caching for
storage, workloads under this category use shorter TTLs, usually determined by the application requirement. For example,
caches storing intermediate computation data usually have
TTLs no more than minutes because other services will consume the data in a short time. For features and prediction
results, the TTLs are usually in the range of minutes to hours
(some up to days) depending on how fast the underlying data
change and how expensive the computation is. The mean
TTLs we observe for caches under this category is 9.6 hours.
There are no particular patterns about object sizes in these
caches.
Since objects stored in these caches are indirectly related
to users and contents, the workloads usually have large key
spaces and total working set sizes. For example, a cache storing the distance between two users will require a N 2 cache
size where N denotes the number of users. However, because
these caches have short TTLs, the effective working set sizes
are usually much smaller. Thus removing expired objects can
be more important than eviction for these caches.
As real-time stream processing becomes more popular,
we envision there will be more caches being provisioned
for caching computation results. Because the characteristics
are different from caching for storage, they may not benefit equally from optimizations that only aim to make the

read path fast and scalable, such as optimistic cuckoo hashing [43]. Therefore, including evaluation against cachingfor-computation workloads that are write-heavy and more
ephemeral will paint a more complete picture of the capabilities of any caching system.
5.2.3 Transient Data with No Backing Store
There are two characteristics associated with this type of
caches: Caches under this category usually have short TTLs,
and the TTLs are often used to enforce implicit object deletion (Section 4.4). In addition, objects in these caches are
usually tiny and we observe an average object size of 54
bytes. Although caches of this type only contribute 9% of total Twemcache cluster request rate and 8% of total cache sizes,
they currently play an irreplaceable role in site operations.

6

Eviction Algorithms

We have shown the characteristics of in-memory cache
workloads in the previous sections. In this section, we use
the same cache traces to investigate the impact of eviction
algorithms. This evaluation considers production algorithms
offered by Twemcache and other production systems.

6.1

Eviction algorithm candidates

Object LRU and object FIFO LRU and FIFO are the
most common algorithms used in production caching systems [4, 18]. However, they cannot be applied to systems
using slab-based memory management such as Twemcache
without modification. Therefore, we evaluate LRU and FIFO
assuming the workloads are served using a non-slab based
caching system, while ignoring memory inefficiency caused
by external fragmentation. As a result, we expect that the results to have a bias toward the effectiveness of LRU and FIFO
compared to the three slab-based algorithms. Production results for these two algorithms might be worse than what is
suggested in this section, depending on the workloads.
slabLRU and slabLRC These two algorithms are part
of eviction algorithms offered in Twemcache. slabLRU and
slabLRC are equivalent to LRU and FIFO but executed at a
level much coarser granularity of slabs rather than a single
object. Twitter employs these algorithms to alleviate the effect
of slab calcification and also to reduce the size of per-object
metadata.
Random slab eviction Besides slabLRU and slabLRC,
Twemcache also offers Random slab eviction, which globally
picks a random slab to evict. This algorithm is workloadagnostic with robust behavior, and therefore used as the default policy in production. However, it is rarely the best of
all algorithms and are non-deterministic, therefore we do not
include it in comparison.
Memcached-LRU Memcached adapted LRU by creating
one LRU queue per slab class. We call the resulted eviction
algorithm Memcached-LRU, which does not enable Memcached’s slab auto-move functionality. We did, however, evaluate Memcached-LRU with slab auto-move turned on, and

most of the results are somewhere between LRU and slabLRU.
The rest of the paper omits this combination.

6.2

Simulation Setup

We built an open-source simulator called libCacheSim [71]
to study the steady-state miss ratio of the different eviction
algorithms. Specifically, we use five-day traces to warm up
the caches, then use one-day traces to evaluate cache miss
ratios. Each algorithm is applied against all traces, and then
grouped by results.
In terms of cache sizes, our simulation always starts with
64MB of DRAM, and chooses the maximum as 2× their
current memory in production. We stop increasing the size
for a particular workload when all algorithms have reached
the compulsory miss ratio. Note that when plotting, the size
range is truncated to better present the trend.

6.3

Miss Ratio Comparison

The outcome of our comparison can be grouped into four
types, and representatives of each are shown in Figure 13.
The first group shows comparable miss ratios for all algorithms in the cache sizes we evaluated. For this type of
workload, the choice of eviction algorithms has a limited
impact on the miss ratio. Production deployments may very
well favor simplicity or decide based on other operational
considerations such as memory fragmentation. Twemcache
uses random slab eviction by default because random eviction
is simple and requires less metadata.
The second type of result shows that for some workloads
LRU works better than others. Such a result is often expected
because LRU protects recently accessed objects and is wellknown for its miss ratio performance in workloads with strong
temporal locality.
The third type of result shows that FIFO is the best eviction
algorithm (Figure 13c). This result is somewhat surprising
since it does not conform to what is typically observed in
caching of other scenarios such as CDN caching. We give our
suspected reasons below. Figure 14 shows the inter-arrival
time distribution of the two workloads in Figure 13b and Figure 13c respectively. The inter-arrival time is the number of
requests between two accesses to the same object. Figure 14a
shows a smooth inter-arrival time curve, while Figure 14b
shows a curve with multiple segments. For workloads with
inter-arrival time like Figure 14a, LRU can work better than
FIFO because it promotes recently accessed objects, which
have a higher chance of being reused soon. This promotion
protects the recently accessed objects but demotes other objects that are not reused recently. Demoting non-recently used
objects can be an unwise decision if some of the demoted
objects will be reused after 106 requests, such as the ones
shown in Figure 14b. In contrast, FIFO treats each stored
object equally; in other words, it protects the objects with a
large inter-arrival gap. Therefore, for workloads similar to the
one in Figure 14b, FIFO can perform better than LRU. Such
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Figure 14: The inter-arrival gap distribution corresponding to the
workloads in Figure 13b and Figure 13c respectively.

workloads may include scan type of requests such as a service
that periodically sends emails.
The last type of result show that in some workloads,
slabLRU performs much better than any other algorithms.
The main reason is that the workloads showing this type of
result have periodic/diurnal changes. Figure 11b shows the
object size distribution over time of the workload corresponding to Figure 13d. We suspect this is due to the following
reason, but we leave the verification as future work. Although
LRU and FIFO are not affected by any change in object size
distribution, they cannot respond to workload change instantly.
In contrast, slabLRU can quickly adapt to a new workload
when the new workload uses a different slab class because
it prioritizes the slabs that have more recent access. From
another view, slabLRU gives a larger usable cache size for
the new workloads (slab class). Figure 13d shows that the
difference between algorithms reduces at larger cache sizes,
this is because the benefit of having a large usable cache size
diminishes as cache size increases. Moreover, in these workloads, Memcached-LRU sometimes has better performance
than LRU, but for most of the workloads, Memcached-LRU
is worse (not shown in the figure) because of the missing
capability of moving slabs. Thus it has a smaller usable cache
size. When Memcached-LRU has better performance at small
cache sizes, we suspect that the changing workloads cause
thrashing for LRU and FIFO [27]. Since Memcached-LRU
can only evict objects within from the same slab class as the
new object, it protects the objects in other slab classes from
thrashing, thus showing better performance.
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Figure 13: Four typical miss ratio results: a) all algorithms have similar performance, b) LRU is slightly better than others, c) FIFO is better
than others, d) slabLRU is much better than others.
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Figure 15: a) The best eviction algorithms under different sizes. b)
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different sizes. Positive region shows FIFO is worse.

In most cases, both miss ratio and the difference between
algorithms decrease as cache capacity increases. We observe
that within our simulation configuration, which stops at or
before 2× current size, the difference between algorithms
eventually disappears. This suggests that to achieve low miss
ratio in real life, it can be quite effective to create implementations that increase the effective cache capacity, such as
through metadata reduction, adopting higher capacity media,
or data compression.
Given there are more than a couple of workloads showing
each of the four result types, we would like to explore whether
there is one algorithm that is often the best or close to the best
most of the time.
In the next section, we explore how often each algorithm is
the best with a special focus on LRU and FIFO.

6.4

Aggregated Statistics

In this section, we evaluate the same set of algorithms as in
Section 6.3, focusing on four distinct cache sizes and present
the aggregated statistics. Because different workloads have
different working set sizes and compulsory miss ratios, we
choose the four cache sizes in the following way. We define
the ultimate cache size su to be the size where LRU achieves
compulsory miss ratio for a workload. However, if LRU can
not achieve compulsory miss ratio at 2× production cache
size, we use 2× production cache size as su . We choose large
cache size to be 90% of su , and medium, small and very small

cache sizes to be 60%, 20% and 5% of su respectively. We
remark that, at Twitter, 76% of the caches have cache sizes
larger than the large cache size category, and 34% of the rest
have cache sizes within 10% of the large cache size.
We show the miss ratio comparison in Figure 15a, where
each bar shows the fraction of workloads for which a particular algorithm is the best. We see that at the large cache size
slabLRU is the best for around 10% of workloads, and this
fraction gradually increases as we reduce cache size. This
increase is because for smaller cache sizes, quickly adapting
to workload change is more valuable. Besides this, FIFO has
similar performance compared to LRU at small, medium and
large size categories. And only at very small cache sizes, LRU
becomes significantly better than FIFO. This is because at relatively large cache sizes, promoting recently accessed objects
is less crucial. Instead, not demoting other objects is more
helpful in improving the miss ratio, especially for workloads
having multiple segments in inter-arrival time like the one
shown in Figure 14b.
Figure 15a suggests that for close to half of the workloads, FIFO is as good as LRU at reasonably large cache
sizes. Now we explore the magnitude by which FIFO is better
or worse compared to LRU on each workload. Figure 15b
shows the relative miss
 ratio difference between FIFO and
−mrLRU
LRU: mrFIFO
, where mr stands for miss ratio, for
mrLRU
each workload at different cache sizes. When the value on Xaxis is positive, it indicates that FIFO has a higher miss ratio,
and LRU has better performance, while a negative value indicates the opposite. We observe that all the curves except the
one for very small cache size are all close to being symmetric
around x-axis value 0. This indicates that across workloads,
FIFO and LRU have similar performance for small, medium
and large cache sizes. For the very small size category, we
observe LRU being significantly better than FIFO, this is
because for workloads with temporal locality, promoting recently accessed objects becomes crucial at very small cache
sizes. In production, most of the caches are running at cache
sizes larger than or close to the large category. We believe
that for most in-memory caching workloads, FIFO and LRU
have a similar performance at reasonably large cache sizes.
The fact that FIFO and LRU often exhibit similar performance in production-like settings is important because using
LRU usually incurs extra computational and memory overhead compared to FIFO [55, 56]. For example, implementing
LRU in Memcached requires extra metadata and locks, some
of which can be removed if FIFO is used.

7

Implications

In this section, we show how our observations differ from
previous work, and what the takeaways are for informing
future in-memory caching research.

7.1

Write-heavy Caches

Although 70% of the top twenty Twemcache clusters serve
read-heavy workloads (Section 4.3.2), write-heavy workloads

are also common for in-memory caching. This is not unique to
Twitter. Previous work [24] from Facebook also pointed out
the existence of write-heavy workloads, although the prevalence of them were not discussed due to the limited number
of workloads. Furthermore, write-heavy workloads are expected to increase in prominence as the use case of caching
for computation increases (Section 2.4.2). However, most of
the existing systems, optimizations and research assume a
read-heavy workload.
Write-heavy workloads in caching systems usually have
lower throughput and higher latency, because the write path
usually involves more work and can trigger more expensive
events such as eviction. In Twitter’s production, we observe
that serving write-heavy workloads tend to have higher tail
latencies. Scaling writes with many threads tends to be more
challenging as well. In addition, as discussed in Section 5,
write-heavy workloads have shorter TTLs with less skewed
popularity, which are in sharp contrast to read-heavy workloads. This calls for future research on designing systems
and solutions that consider performance on write-heavy workloads.

7.2

Short TTLs

In Section 4.4.1, we show that in-memory caching workloads frequently use short TTLs, and the usage of short TTLs
reduces the effective working set size. Therefore, removing
expired objects from the cache is far more important than
evictions in some cases. In this section, we show that existing
techniques for proactively removing expired objects (termed
proactive expiration) are not sufficient. This calls for future
work on better proactive expiration designs for in-memory
caching systems.
Transient object cache An approach employed for proactive expiration (especially for handling short TTLs), proposed
in the context of in-memory caches at Facebook [59], is to
use a separate memory pool (called transient object pool) to
store short-lived objects. The transient object cache consists
of a circular buffer of size t with the element at index i being a
linked list storing objects expiring after i seconds. Every second, all objects in the first linked list expire and are removed
from the cache, then all other linked lists advance by one.
This approach is effective only when the cache user uses a
mix of very short and long TTLs with the short TTL usually
in the range of seconds. Since objects in the transient pool
are never evicted before expiration, the size of transient pool
can grow unbounded and cause objects in the normal pool to
be evicted . In addition, the TTL threshold of admitting into
transient object pool is non-trivial to optimize.
As we show in Figure 6b, 20% of the Twemcache workloads use a single TTL. For these workloads, transient object
pool does not apply. For the workloads using multiple TTLs,
we observe that fewer than 35% have their smallest TTL
shorter than 300 seconds, and over 25% of caches have the
smallest TTL longer than 6 hours (Figure 6c). This indicates

that the idea of transient object cache is not applicable to a
large fraction of Twemcache clusters.
Background crawler Another approach for proactive expiration, which is employed in Memcached, is to use a background crawler that proactively removes expired objects by
scanning all stored objects.
Using a background crawler is effective when TTLs used
in the cache do not have a broad range. While scanning is
effective, it is not efficient. If the cache scans all the objects
t
every Tpass , an object of TTL t can be scanned up to 1+d Tpass
e
times before removal, and can overstay in the system by up
to Tpass . The cache operator therefore has to make a tradeoff
between wasted space and the additional CPU cycles and
memory bandwidth needed for scanning. This tradeoff gets
harder if a cache has a wide TTL range, which is common
as observed in Section 4.4. While the Twemcache workloads
are single tenant, wide TTL range issue would be further
exacerbated for multi-tenant caches.
Figure 6d shows that TTLs used within each workload have
a wide range. Close to 60% of workloads have the maximum
TTL more than twice as long as the minimum, and 25% of
workloads show a ratio at or above 100. This indicates that
for the 25% of caches, if we want to ensure all objects are
removed within 2× their TTLs, objects with the longest TTL
will be scanned 100 times before expiration.
The combination of transient object cache with background
crawler could extend the coverage of workloads that can be
efficiently expired. However, the tradeoff between wasted
space and the additional CPU cycles and memory bandwidth
consumed for scanning would still remain. Hence, future innovation is necessary to fundamentally address use cases where
TTLs exhibit a broad range.

7.3

Highly Skewed Object Popularity

Our work shows that the object popularity of in-memory
caching can be far more skewed than previously shown [19],
or compared to studies on web proxy workloads [29] and
CDN workloads [47]. We suspect this has a lot to do with the
nature of Twitter’s product, which puts great emphasis on the
timeliness of its content. It remains to be seen whether this is
a widespread pattern or trend. Cache workloads are also more
skewed compared to NoSQL database such as RocksDB [38],
which is not surprising because database traffic is often already filtered by caches, and has the most skewed portion
removed via cache hits. In other words, in-memory caching
and NoSQL database often observe different traffic even for
the same application. Besides these two reasons, sampling
sometimes results in bias in the popularity modelling, and we
avoid this by collecting unsampled traces. Our observation
that the workloads still follow Zipfian distribution with large
alpha value emphasizes the importance of addressing load
imbalance [44, 57, 61].

7.4

Object Size

Similar to previously reported [24], we observe that objects
cached in in-memory caching are often tiny (Section 4.6). As
a result, in-memory caches are not always bound by memory
size; instead, close to 20% of the Twemcache clusters are
CPU-bound.
On the other hand, small objects signifies the relative large
overhead of metadata. Memcached stores 56-byte with each
object, and Twitter’s current production cache uses 38-byte
metadata with each object. Reducing object metadata further
can yield substantial benefits for caching tiny objects.
In addition, we observe that compared to value size, the
key size can be large in some workloads. For 60% of the
workloads, the mean key size and mean value size are in
the same order of magnitude. This indicates that reducing
key size can be very important for these workloads. Many
workloads we observed have namespaces as part of the object
keys, such as NS1:NS2:...:id. This format is commonly
used to mirror the naming in a multi-tenant database, which is
also observed at Facebook [32]. Namespaces thus can occupy
large fractions of precious cache space while being highly
repetitive within a single cache cluster. However, there is no
known techniques to “compress” the keys. To encourage and
facilitate future research on this, we keep the original but
anonymized namespace in our open sourced traces.
Several recent works [26, 28] on reducing miss ratio (improving memory efficiency) focused on improving eviction
algorithms and often add more metadata. Given our observations here, we would like to call more attention to the optimization of cache metadata and object keys.

7.5

Dynamic Object Size Distribution

In Section 4.6.2, we show that the object size distribution
is not static, and the distribution shifts over time can cause
out-of-memory (OOM) exceptions for caching systems using
external allocators, or slab calcification for those using slabbased memory management. In order to solve this problem,
one solution, employed by Facebook, is to migrate slabs between slab classes by balancing the age of the oldest items in
each class [59]. Earlier versions of Memcached approached
this problem by balancing the eviction rate of each slab class.
Since version 1.6.6, Memcached has also moved to using the
solution of balancing the age as mentioned above.
Besides efforts in production systems, slab assignment and
migration has also been a hot topic in recent research [31, 35,
36, 46]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the problem
has only been studied under a “semi-static” request sequence.
Specifically, the research so far assumes that the miss ratio
curve or some other properties of each slab class hold steady
for =certain amount of time, which often precludes periodic
and sudden changes in object size distribution.
In general, the temporal properties of object sizes in cache
are not well understood or quantified. As presented in Figure 11c and Figure 11d, it is not rare to see unexpected

changes in size distribution only lasting for a few hours. Sometimes it is hard to pinpoint the root cause of such changes.
Nonetheless, we believe that temporal changes related to
object size, whether recurring or as a one-off, usually have
drivers with roots beyond the time dimension. For example,
the tweet size drift throughout the day may very well depend
on the locales or geo-location of active users. Some caches
may be shared by datasets which differ in size distribution
and access cycles, resulting in different distributions dominating the access pattern at different instants of the day. In this
sense, studying the object size distribution over time could
very well provide deeper insights into characteristics of the
datasets being cached. Considering the increasing interest in
using machine learning and other statistical tools to study and
predict caching behavior, we think object size dynamics might
provide a good proxy to evaluate the relationship between
basic dataset attributes and their behavior in cache, allowing
caching systems to make smarter decisions over time.

8

Related Work

Due to the nature of this work, we have discussed related
works in detail throughout the paper.
Multiple caching and storage system traces were collected
and analyzed in the past [24, 25, 32, 47, 48, 59]; however,
only a limited number of reports focus on in-memory caching
workloads [24,48,59]. The closet work to our analysis is Facebook’s Memcached workload analysis [24], which examined
five Memcached pools at Facebook. Similar to the observations in this work [24], we observe the sizes of objects stored
in Twemcache are small, and diurnal patterns are common
in multiple characteristics. After analyzing 153 Twemcache
clusters at Twitter, in addition to previous observations [24],
we show that write-heavy workloads are popular. Moreover,
we focus on several aspects of in-memory caching which have
not been studied to the best of our knowledge , including TTL
and cache dynamics. Although previous work [24] proposed
analytical models on the key size, value size, and inter-arrival
gap distribution, the models do not fully capture all the dimensions of production caching workloads such as changing
working set and dynamic object size distribution. Compared
to synthetic workload models, the collection of real-world
traces that we collected and open sourced provide a detailed
picture of various aspects of the workloads of production
in-memory caches. .
Besides workload analysis on Memcached, there have been
several workload analysis on web proxy [21–23, 49, 64] and
CDN caching [47, 67]. The photo caching and serving infrastructure at Facebook has been studied [47], with a focus
on the effect of layering in caching along with the relationship between content popularity, age, and social-networking
metrics.
In addition to caching in web proxies and CDNs, the effectiveness of caching is often discussed in workload studies [25,60,66] of file systems. However, these works primarily

studied the cache to the extent that of its effectiveness in reducing traffic to the storage system rather than on aspects
that affect the design of the cache itself. Besides, file system
caching is different from distributed in-memory caches due
to a variety of reasons. For example, file system caches usually stores objects of fixed-sized chunks (512 bytes, 4 KB
or larger), while in-memory caches store objects of a much
wider range (Section 4.6), and scan is common in file systems,
while rare in in-memory caches.
Because of the similarities in the interface, in-memory
caching is sometimes discussed together with key-value
databases. Three different RocksDB workloads [32] at Facebook has been studied in depth, with a focus on the distribution of key and value sizes, locality, and diurnal patterns in
different metrics. Although Twemcache and RocksDB have
a similar key-value interface, they are fundamentally different because of their design and usage. RocksDB stores data
for persistence, while Twemcache stores data to provide low
latency and high throughput without persistence. In addition,
compared to RocksDB, TTL and evictions are unique to inmemory caching.

9

Conclusion

We studied the workloads of 153 in-memory cache
clusters at Twitter and discovered five important facts
about in-memory caching. First, although read-heavy
workloads account for more than half of the resource
usages, write-heavy workloads are also common. Second,
in-memory caching clients often use short TTLs, which
limits the effective working set size. Thus, removing expired
objects needs to be prioritized before evictions. Third,
read-heavy in-memory caching workloads follow Zipfian
popularity distribution with a large skew. Fourth, the object
size distributions of most workloads are not static. Instead,
it changes over time with both diurnal patterns and sudden
changes, highlighting the importance of slab migration
for slab-based in-memory caching systems. Last, for a
significant number of workloads, FIFO has similar or lower
miss ratio performance as LRU for in-memory caching
workloads. We have open sourced the traces collected at
https://github.com/twitter/cache-trace.
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